1972 yamaha dt250
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also compare bikes. Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. SteveBroskey , Oct 18, I just bought a
Yamaha DT three days ago. That is, I bought an old bike that didn't run for the sale, and it's now
in several pieces on its way to running again. As near as I can figure it is a yamaha DT I would
vastly appreciate any tips, tricks, advice, suggestions on bringing the thing back to life and
tuning it up. Currently the carb jets are soaking for a gooooood clean, and I took off the oil tank,
rear fender and airbox to clean them up. I'm wondering several specific things: If I premix
Gas:TCW-3 , will I still need to fill the oil tank for the oil injection motor? I'm not even sure the
injection works, I'll have to take a look at that later - hence the plan to premix. What's the best
oil to run for both transmission oil and injected oil , for winter riding and for summer riding? I'm
going to try to do some cold riding this winter. Hot or Cold plug for winter riding? Where can I
find a cap for the oil tank? This one is silicon'ed on. Same for headlights taillight and
turnsignals. They've been cut off, except the head light, which is broken. FYI, there's a clymer
book in the mail for me; until it gets here I go on my very limited experience and the advice of
those here. Thanks in advance! There's also a thread in thumpers, but so far the only responses
I've gotten have been about pics and nostalgia. No objection to either, just still seeking tips.
Stock plug will be fine - if the motor has had porting and other mod work a colder no. For
normal use stick to the std plug. Any good quality two stroke oil is ok for the premix. You could
use full synth but on that motor - probably overkill. Cycle parts - cannot help from over here Good luck. The Clymer should give you all the info you need. Rad , Oct 18, Joined: Sep 24,
Oddometer: 12, I still miss her Post pics when yur done Mine looked like this one. Motomech ,
Oct 19, ADV Sponsors. El Hombre , Oct 19, Sniper X , Oct 19, Id like to find a cherry or enduro.
Pay great attention to timing. It was critical on the older DTs, and all 2 strokes pre digital
ignition. In fact, if you are going to keep this bike and restore it I'd look for a Boyer Brandson
electronic ignition for it and be very happy. Also, I'd buy a new psiton, rings, small end bearing,
gasket kit and do a total top end job on it and clean up the ports while you have it apart. Also,
get all new cables. Now on the autolube, just because he has sealed the tank with a glued on
cap leads me to beleive the oil pump was inoperatable, or he beleived the lie about old Yamahas
being more powerful using premix. Under the right fromn sidecase, which is shaped like a U the
oil pump is supposed to reside. If you look under there and there is a block off plate, or if there
are no lines going in the top of that hole, the pump is not working. I'd reinstall the pump, and
rebuild the one there if it is there and get a new oil cap because the Yamaha Autolube was very
reliable and premixing is a joke on a street legal bike! Also, on a DT that old you may have crank
seal problems Id change out the seals too. SteveBroskey , Oct 19, The seals and gaskets and
pretty much all parts are still available. I hear it is the BEST time since they were new to own a
vintage 2 stroke! I love them and am allways on the look out for another one. Rad , Oct 19,
Solaros1 , Oct 19, I had a 68 DT-1 - white tank - handling was not its forte. It was my second bike
after my 66 Honda Scrambler. My friends used to like to ride behind me because of all of the
creative ways I found to fall off the DT-1 - a source of great amusement to my riding buddies.
Then I bought a 72 Ossa Pioneer and stopped falling down so much plus got a lot faster ,.
Here's my Model. SteveBroskey , Oct 21, Managed to make it to the motorcycle store today to
pick up a clutch cable - wanted a throttle cable too but just didn't have it in me to figure out how
to get it out of the oil pump before leaving. Ended up grabbing some gearbox oil too, and
ordering a new cap for the oil pump. He was able to hook me up with a perfect replacement for
the stock air filters - which they did have in stock Moment of truth Oh wait, the ignition key Let's
try this again - KICK! I think I might have been louder than the blasted bike - I really need a
silencer for that thing! Not to mention a frayed throttle cable. After clearing up some of the

mess, I puttered around the parking lot trying out the going forward part of the bike. A friend
tells me this is telltale of a lean setting, so I'll have to get on that. But first - a new clutch cable!
I'm pretty sure that the clutch cable actually caught on the spring later as I was putting around
again - all of a sudden as I was trying adjustments to make it rev responsibly, the thing just
takes of in the RPMs! Thank God I was running lean and flipping the choke switch let it die. She
has no kill switch! Add that to the list of stuff to buy. And yes, I realize now that I could have just
stalled it out by engaging gear I now believe the pump is in working condition, after taking off
the cover to get out the throttle cable, there was oil in under the cover - indicating a leak
somewhere, but a working pump! Motomech , Oct 21, Did you make very sure that the
low-speed circuit in the carb body is free and clear as I suggested. I think not by your mention
of bogging, but there could be mung in the bottom of the crankcase loaded-up and that may
have fouled the plug. Welcome to the world of two-smokers. You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Make
Yamaha. Model Have an excellent condition Yamaha Enduro, runs great. Bit of a 70's Yamaha
enduro enthusiast. Contact me with serious offers only, and if you would like more info. Also
have a 78 for sale. Could do a deal for both Thanks. Model DT Enduro. For great selection of
classic vintage motorcycles and scooters. Please call Terry at or evenings at for more
information. Model Xs Sweet XS Custom. Fully rebuilt motor. Runs strong! Hella loud! This is a
bad bike for a bad price. I love it but am moving on to other things. Cash in hand for test rides.
Clean title in my name. Current Reg. Ready to ride. Kick start. Easy to start. Model XT
Commuting in city traffic, winding down a country road or hustling your way down a trail to
nowhere? For those who can't decide, we have the perfect answer. The all new XT is designed
for ultimate versatility at a great price. A new four-stroke engine revs out predictable power,
while a wide-ratio five-speed transmission and class-leading low seat height gives you both
performance and ease of use. Whether riding in the city or at the camp, let the new XT spice up
your adventure. I have a very nice Yamaha DS7 for sale. Nice original survivor with only original
miles on it. The bike is in great shape for the year. New tires and battery. The bike starts right up
on the first kick and runs and runs awesome. Please let me know what questions you have feel
free to email or call Has been brought back to its originality. Real fast and has come out in
several magazines. If you are looking for something special from the past, this is your bike!!!!
Any Questions call Model DS7 I call this bike my "little buzzbomb" because it is such a fun little
bike to get on and go!! I tell you once you get the RRRRs up there this thing is a total blast to
ride. The bike always starts on the first kick and needs very little choke warms up right away I
have been taking it to work everyday I can and look forward to every trip I take on her. I am not
afraid to get on the highway either because once she gets going she cruises at 60 easily. This
bike really only needs either a replacement seat or a nice repo seat cover to really finish it off. I
have seen and boughten some really nice reproduction seat covers right here on ebay before
and the finished product looks fantastic. The bike tank does have some tiny dings in the black
part of the paint on the right side and there are some little scratches from jacket zipper or such
but the tank really looks very nice,and the emblems are not all fogged up like others I have
seen. The inside of the tank litterly looks new! The chrome on the bike is really nice and the
exhaust pipes are dent free and rust free but the right side has some scratches deep enough to
get a fingernail to catch them. The bike runs excellent and all electrics work perfect. The gauges
are in fantastic condition. The front fender has some tiny dents in the very front that I believe
could be dollied out by a paintless dent repair man. The bike is so easy to kick start that you do
not miss the luxury of an electric start. The tires are in great shape and the bike rides very nice,I
have had it up to 70 MPH and she held straight. The bike will leave a quarter size spot of oil on
floor right by the centerstand if left overnight. I think it might be coming from the engine side
cover bottom bolt,but I have never witnessed a drip so i cant be sure might be coming from
shifter shaft seal also i just want to be totally honest about the condition of this very nice
machine. I have a clear title and some connections for shipping. I also have the original riders
manual for the bike how cool is that!!! For sale all original Yamaha ds7 all original, NO Title, sold
with bill of sale only. Been sitting not used for years, great original shape, bike has up close
paint chips and some scuffs on tank, and engine paine, overall chrome is very rust free with
some pitting other than rear shocks, Inside of tank great shape, no dents, badges are not
cracked in nice shape, has a little over16, miles, all electronics work, bike does start up but will
need carbs cleaned and a carb rebuild kit wouldn't hurt and new battery to get going solid. Very
original nice overall shape, nice old 2 stroke twin ds7. Sold as is, Please be serious when
buying, vehicle shipping or pickup is buyers responsibility, Contact after auction end to discuss
payment. Ask any questions, thanks. Make Honda. This classic is a barn-finders dream come
true. She realized after riding this bike that summer that motorcycling wasn't her thing and
asked my Uncle to store it. Being a farmer he rolled it into the barn and put it up on blocks,

drained the tank and ran the carbs dry, drained the oil, put a baggie over the pipe, let the air out
of the tires, and drained the battery. He then put a blanket over it and wrapped it tightly with 3
tarps. He rode his bike on occasion but eventually stored his as well. Fast forward to and my
Uncle had passed away. My Aunt called my Dad and asked if he would please come get the
bikes out of her way. He did My nephew took one and I took the other. Long story short, I
replaced the fluids, pumped up the tires, put battery fluid in, changed out the fuel lines that had
become brittle with age, and she fired right up. I've taken care of it properly, always garaging
and keeping it moving by starting it a few times a year and riding it around the block about once
a year. The bike currently has miles and everything is original except the battery 3 years ago.
The tires still have the nubs and show no weather cracks. It runs and rides like new. I know,
because I remember riding it when it was new. It still carries the one and only license plate and
registration. I have a clean title in hand. It a shame to part with it but my wife said it's time to get
it out of the way. I can email additional pictures or a video of the bike running and riding. This
bike should go to someone who can appreciate the history of the early Honda's and reminisce
of when they had one just like it. You'll love this gem. Your wife,,,, maybe not so much. The
story is free. Model Cb All parts replaced with genuine Honda parts. All stock except for
exhaust. All service records. Everything working as it should. Every nut an bolt gone through.
This is a very close to complete bike that was running this past Saturday can provide video and
is an excellent starting point for a resto. The bike is dirty but it is a great piece. Much of the
chrome will clean up real easy. The bike has good compression and low mileage at This is a
numbers matching 1-year bike. This was the predecessor to the RD but is piston port and was
considered much closer to the race bikes of the period than the RD. This is a great example that
will make a relatively easy restoration project. Again, overall this is an amazing starting place.
The original paint on the frame appears decent shape and again just needs a wash to see what
lies underneath.. I think the pipes and most of the chrome will only need a clean and polish.
Tank has some dents but overall good shape. It is not a rust bucket like many of them. Cables
all appear to be original and controls are in excellent shape. Many projects have loads of
missing parts or damaged pieces. This is not the case here, you will not need much to get this
restored. This appears to have been an Alberta bike for some time although I am unsure of the
actual history so there are not the rust problems you see with bikes from the east and closer to
the coast. The items of note that are missing are relatively minor but include the battery, tail
light lenses, side stand spring and tank badges. The front fork legs have some rust which may
or may not be repairable. I expect the carb boots will need to be replaced as well. The bike
comes with the original seat that has a rusty pan and the foam is no good. It also comes with a
RD seat in very good shape. Also comes with a manual in binder. I am happy to help load into
your truck or shipping vehicle. I will try and provide reasonable assistance if you are planning
on shipping the bike. See pictures for condition and feel free to ask questions. Happy to provide
phone number if want to chat. Paypal or cash only. Model Ds7. No time to restore. Complete
bike except for missing tank badge on right side. Has title and keys. Electrical all works. Tank
needs cleaned and lined. Carbs need cleaned. Needs battery. Good new tires. Turns over. It's a
project bike that is now taking up space. It's been in a temperature controlled storage for the
last year. This bike is located in Kansas City, MO. Local pick up is ideal. Will ship at buyers cost.
Can discuss delivery options if within mile radius. Payment by Paypal preferred. Lawrenceville,
GA. Bayfield, CO. Williamsburg, VA. Gresham, OR. Fort Rice, ND. Greenwood, IN. Morristown,
TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Year Make Yamaha
Model Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Yamaha Model Xs Year Make Yamaha Model -. Category - Engine Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Honda Model Cb Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Yamaha Model Ds7. Prev 1
2 3 Next. Make Yamaha 18 Honda 4 Other Makes 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. As long as the item is paid for
with in 5 working days of auction's end , I will hold item for 30 days with out any cost. Model YZ.
A little History on Harry Hindall: Harry HindallHarry Hindall was a motorcycle frame builder,
aerospace engineer, and a desert racer From England who learned his welding skills working
from some of the best; Don and Derrick Rickman. A new job brought him to SoCal. Others
noticed his specially built Triumph Twin in his home built frame, and they asked to ride it. After
that he had friends wanting frames built for their bikes as well. His final design was a TT
Yamaha. Most 2-stroke bikes were about 30 lbs lighter when done, and the Twins sometimes up
to 60 lbs lighter! He also made his own plastic Rickman style tanks in Red and seat combos.
You would custom order your frame telling him what forks and wheels you were going to use.
He also sold lightweight hollow axles and swing arm bolts, as well as Adel clamps that were
used to mount most anything to his frames without welding. Less than 75 total frames were
built, and no real records were kept. Both of these bikes end in Made in maybe? Both bikes had

the then new state of the art conical Yamaha front wheels on them. Maybe a clueâ€¦ I believe the
VIN is nothing more than a manufactures date, and nothing more. I have seen two bikes with big
horn motors and the 71 as the last numbers also. This is an original Harry Hindall DT1 still the
original nikel plating in the frame in excellent condition! Can crate and ship in the continental
US , and can crate for overseas Shipping also. I will not ship overseas though. Model DT Don't
let this one go. New: tires, chain, sprockets, gaskets, cables, brake pads, chrome etc Great New
paint job. Rebuilt: speedometer, odometer and autolube motor. Must See. Please Call - Cannot
receive Text For restoration or parts. Last run and new tires in Model TT-RE. Low Seat Height A
seat height of only Auto-Clutch Convenience Four-speed auto-clutch transmission has an easily
accessible gear for nearly any terrain. Model DT Model FZ6. Prices are subject to change. Be
sure to mention that you saw it on our website to get the special internet pricing! Thank you for
shopping with Surdyke Yamaha. We have been in business for over 45 years and have serviced
and sold more power sports customers than any dealer in the Midwest. Here at Surdyke Yamaha
'You ride on our reputation' is not only our company slogan but the foundation we hold strong
to. Whether on the water, the road or the dirt. Our Surdyke Family is the 1 Motorsports dealer in
the mid-west not because we make customers but because we make friends!! We gladly accept
trade-ins or will purchase your unit outright. Super competitive financing is available with
approved credit and offered by several local banks and finance companies. While we strive to
provide correct and up to date information in all of our listings, factory photos and online specs
are often used in our listings and occasional errors do occur. Surdyke Yamaha reserves the
right to change or update Prices, specials and availability at any given time. We encourage you
to view and demo your unit in person and obtain total prices including your state and local
taxes and any other fees associated with a purchase. Make Honda. Model Grom. Make
Harley-Davidson. Model DT Enduro. For great selection of classic vintage motorcycles and
scooters. Please call Terry at or evenings at for more information. Some street parts available
but ridden off road. Not perfect, but good condition for 38 year old bike. Bill of Sale available.
Also 5x8 Trailer for sale - pound tongue and pound tow capacity and has title. Day Heights, OH.
Thousand Oaks, CA. Grants Pass, OR. Alamo Heights, TX. Coconut Creek, FL. Gloucester, VA.
Waterford, MI. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Dt Year
Make Yamaha Model -. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Grom. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Chain
20 Belt 7. Google Ads. Refine search. Near perfect condition, and fu. The exhaust is just like
new. It has only ever run on non-ethanol, treated fuel just as it should be! I have a yamaha ds7
for sale. Nice clean little bike. Starts right up and runs and rides. Carbs just cleaned and new
carb kit. I do have the original airbox, filter and tool kit. Clear title in hand. Oil tank clean two
cycle pump works as should. Carb and fuel filters new. Rims and spokes excellent condition.
Engine top -end is very tight no slapping or leaks from casing. No rust inside tank and on the
outside some minor fading but for the most part a real nice gas tank. The tires are the original
Dunlop Trails Universal in good condition and look great. Inside of gas tank looks clean. As for
condition: first please look at all the pictures. Back tire is kind of low on tread, front is older but
is good. Replaced all fuel lines. It has new paint, a new rebuilt engine with only 10 miles on it.
Yes ten miles only It has a new clutch, new tires, tubes, and liners. The first two pictures show
the real nice orange color. There is some light paint fading on the top tank and some signs of
wear where the seat rubs the tank. There are some small scratches on the tanks as well, but
minor, and one small, shallow, oil-can type dent on the tank by the seat, but barely noticeable
and p. Sat in a garage for about a year. Has good compression and great spark. Needs a battery
and tuned up to be a daily rider. Only miles, and in excellent condition. Inside the tank looks like
it did on the show room floor. Has good compression but am sure it needs tuned up to be a
daily rider. Seat is nice and rims decent. Electric start did work but did not the last time. Tank
inside was somewhat rusty and has been cleaned but I did nothing more. Yamaha trials
motorcycles TY and TY barn finds. Okatie, SC 3 years ebay. The seat, tank, bars, and front
fender are not original. Tank in good shape Bike in overall good shape Trailer. Kenny Roberts
Yamaha R5 Tribute. I added a brake light so I can ride it on the street during the day Miles. I
doubt anyone will find one this nice with under 1, original miles anywhere in the world unless
Yamaha has one.. Only has miles from new. I only use non-ethanol fuel and modern cycle oil to
mix. I only put a few miles on it around the neighborhood. It has been started and is in running
condition. Has matching frame and engine numbers,JT, only has miles. New tires and very clean
bike like I said but I wouldn't call it a restored bike just nice Feel free to ask any questions Great
ahrma bike As cool as bultacos maicos and cz's.. Seat mounting posts appear to have been
relocated for use with a later seat. Engine kicks through and has compression. There are
blemishes in the paint due to age and a small dent on the left side of the tank. Sold as is,

without any warranty whatsoever expressed or implied.. Power dynamo ignition wired with no
battery. Replica DG radial heads. Chicago, IL 3 years ebay. All cables are new except the
decompression cable, new chain and sprockets, seat cover, battery, clutch plates, foot peg
rubbers, handlebars, ect. He bought in 76' with miles and rode it about miles and then parked it
in favor of a TX I am also selling that one. The bike wears its original Mandarin Orange paint
with yellow stripes, the bodywork with just a few scratches on the fenders and a shallow dimple
in the gas tank so small it hardly shows see photos 20, 21, Tank, seat, everything is original
except the bars original tall bars come wi
2005 chevy cobalt electrical problems
1969 ford f100 gas tank
2005 cadillac cts body control module location
th the bike, along with the original and 2 spare keys Miles. The engine is stuck after years of
sitting, I am sure it will probably need new rings Miles. This bike has original miles, and it has
been preserved or restored where necessary to excellent mechanical and cosmetic condition.
The bike starts easily with either the electric or kick start, and shifts through the 5 gears
smoothly. It was taken apart cleaned and fixed up new seat, new tires and tubes, shocks were
rebuilt, new battery, new chain, new cafe racer stop stoplight lots of new things. Yamaha
JT2,mini enduro,,vintage mini cycle,mini bike. In very good condition. All original Yamaha
Enduro with only miles. Oil changed , battery , foot pegs rubber. Less than 6k miles. Light
restoration updated with new Tires, cables, seat, fork seals, battery, rebuilt carb, gas tank paint,
brakes, inspection. Ready to ride, excellent condition Tank paint. Vintage Yamaha RT2 cc
Enduro. Excellent condition. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

